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This paper continues the study of convergent arithmetic power series 
begun in [Ha], and emphasizes those series which are algebraic over Z[t]. 
An application is given regarding the realization of groups as Galois groups. 
As in [Ha], given A c C and r > 0, let A,[ [t]] be the ring of power series 
over A which have radius of convergence at least r and extend to a 
continuous function on the closed disc ] tl ,< r. Let A,, [[t]] = us,, A,[ [t]]. 
Then Z,[[t]] = E[t], while for 0 < r < 1 the ring L,[[t]] is complete under 
the uniform norm. For A c Q and 0 < r < I, A,, [ [t]] is noetherian, regular, 
and a UFD. The henselization A,, [ [t]lh of A [t] at A,, [ [t]] (i.e., the subring 
of A,, [[t]] consisting of elements lying in an Ctale neighborhood of A,, [[t]] 
in A [t]) is in fact the ring of power series in A,, [[t] ] which are algebraic 
over A [t]. We also consider the ring A {t} of series converging on the open 
unit disc, which includes all series with bounded coefficients. See [Ha] for 
details. 
Section 1 of this paper contains an Implicit Function Theorem for 
A,.+ [[t]], and a variant which allows some ramification. This is used to 
obtain an approximation theorem allowing one to pass from A,, [[t]] to 
~r+[W when solving certain systems of equations. Section 2 concerns a 
blowing up technique which permits application of the results in Section 1. 
This material is then used in Section 3 to obtain an analog for A,, [ [t]lh of a 
matrix result in [Ha, Sect. 21 concerning A,, [ [l]]. That result is used in 
Section 4 to obtain a patching theorem for algebras over A,.+ [ [t]lh (parallel 
to Cor. 2.9 of [Ha]). This in turn is used (in conjunction with Prop. 2.1 of 
[Ha2], and the technique of mock covers) to show that every finite group G 
occurs as a Galois group over Z[[t]lh, and (for Z $ A c Q and 0 < r < 1) 
over A,.+ [t]]“. 
Throughout this paper, we use the notation and terminology of [Ha]. 
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1. IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM AND A~~~Q~~~A~~G~ 
This section contains an Implicit Function Theorem for aritbmeti~ power 
series rings, and uses it to obtain an approximation theorem. eginning with 
the case of formal power series, we skow that the ring Z [ [rj] satisfies ar 
Implicit Function Theorem relative to the r-a&s metric. Namely, using 
Hensei’s lemma, we have 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let Q = L [[t]] [XI,..., X,] aizd let 
alge ring extension with discriminant ideal A c R. Suppose A is a ring 
and -+ A [It]] a homomorphism of Z [ [tab-algebras, such that Q,(A) is the 
unit ideal in A [[t]]. I’x, ,..e9 x, E A [[t]] satisfy 
xi 5 &xi) (mod ec> 
for some positive integer c, then there is a unique homomorphism 
w: -+ A [ [t] ] such that 
V(xi)=xi, w=$ (mod t’). 
For this w, w*(A) is the unit ideal. 
ProoJ: The discriminant ideal A’ of A [t, Xl c R ’ = A @3 pR is the 
extension of A to R’, and 4 extends to a map 4’: 
7’: R’/(P) -+ A [t]/(f), 
the reduction of 4’ modulo tC, is a homomorphism sending the discrimi~~t 
ideal d’ c R’/(tC) to the unit ideal in A [t]/(f). Since $‘(X!) = xi E A [k]/(tc), 
Hensel’s lemma implies that there is a unique ~orn~rno~~ism 
ry’: R’ -+ A[ [lj] such that I+M’(X,) = xi and Q’ = @‘ Also I&@‘) is the unit 
ideal in A[[t]], since its reduction modulo tC is the unit ideal in A ft]/(t’)< 
The pullback I+Y of I,# to R has the desired properties. 
Using this, we obtain 
1.2. THEOREM (Implicit Function Theorem). Let 0 c I < 1 alzd let A be 
a subring ~fa. Let T= Z,[[t]] and T, =A,[(t]], or let T= Z,,([t]] an 
T, =A,+ [ [t]]. Let Q = T[X, ,..., X,,,]andletQcR beana 
with discriminant A c R. Say R = Q[ Y, ,..~, Y,]/I. Suppo 
homomorphism of T-algebras such that @*(A) is the unit ideal in T,. Then 
given c E Z ’ and E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that $x1 ,..I3 x, E T, satisfy 
xi 3 @(Xi) (mod t”), 
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then there is a unique T-algebra homomorphism Y’: R --t T, such that 
Y(X,) = xi ) Yr@ (mod t’), 
and 
II Y(YJ - QY~llm < E for all j. 
Proof: First consider the case T== Z,[ [t]] and T, = A,[[t]]. Let I be 
generated by P, ,..., P, ; these define a continuous map T” X T” --t Ts under 
the uniform metric, given by 
6, Y) t-+ (PI@, Y),..., P,(x, Y>>. 
This extends to a continuous map of Banach spaces: 
G: @rl[tll” x ~J[tll”- ww* 
The map 4b defines an element 
(a, P) = (Q(X), @( 0) E TY x T: , 
satisfying G(a, /3) = 0, and such that the second partial differential dGFx ,,) 
varies continuously in (x, y) with dG%,,, invertible. By the usual Implicit 
Function Theorem for Banach spaces, there are open balls MC C,[[t]]” and 
N c C,[ [t] 1” around 01 and /3, say of radii 6 and so, such that for each x E M 
there exists a unique y E N satisfying G(x, y) = 0. Moreover, the map 
F: M-r N given by x -+ y is continuous. Shrinking 6 and .sO, we may assume 
that E, < E, and also that F is well defined modulo tC (i.e., y mod tC is deter- 
mined by x mod t”). This follows from the Implicit Function Theorem 
applied to 
G’: V” x V”-+ V”, 
where V is the finite dimensional vector space C[t]/(t’), using the fact that 
modt”:C,[[t]]+ Y 
is continuous. Also, observe that each x E M defines a homomorphism 
@‘,:R+~,[[tll, 
byX++x, Yt-,y=F(x). Here @=@,. Finally, shrinking 6 again, we may 
assume (by the continuity of dG.2) that dG&,,,, remains invertible for all 
XEM. 
Suppose now that x1,..., x, are as in the statement of the theorem. Let 
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x = (x1 ,..., x,) E T,. Then x E M, and @&t) is the unit ideal in @,[ [t] )~ Let 
v=(y , ,-, y,) = F(x). Then 
yj 55 @(YJ (mod fqS 
since F is well defined modulo tC. Meanwhile, by Proposition 1.1, there is a 
unique homomorphism 
Y’:z[[t]]@TR+Aj[tJ] 
such that 
Y’(xi)=xi, Y’ s @’ (mod rc); 
here Qi’ denotes the extension of @ to RI = Z[[t]] @,R. Also, we are 
guaranteed that !?’ sends the discriminant ideal to the unit ideal. A similar 
assertion holds with A replaced by G. This uniqueness implies that x and 
!?’ determine the same map R’ + C:[ [t]]. So actually = Y’ r R, and so 
Qx:R+A,[[t]]. Th is uniqueness also shows that Y/= is unique for the 
original problem. This concludes the proof for T, =A,[ it]]. 
Finally, for the case T, = A,.+ [[t]], note that for some r < s < 1, t 
polynomials Pi all lie in Z,[[t]][X, Y] and @(Y,),..., @b(Y,) ail lie in A,[[r 
Applying the result in the case of T = Z,[[t]] nd T, =A,[[t]] yields a 
desired U: which is unique by Proposition 1.1. 
In fact, the discriminant hypothesis in 1.1 and 1.2 may be weakened. 
Namely, we have the following result, whish is closely related to 
Lemma 5.10 of [Ar I] (due to Tougeron (To]) and to Section IT of (El]. The 
phrases in brackets apply to the case A,, [[t]]. 
1.3. THEOREM (Strong Implicit Function Theorem). Let A c Q, lee 
T=A[[t]] [rev. T=A,+[[t]] f or some 0 < r < I], and let c be a positive 
integer. Let Q = T[X,,..., X,] and let 
algebraic extension with discriminant 
homomorphism of T-algebras, let d(t) be 
@*(A)c T, and let #= @ r Q. Then [for 
that] if yz Q --f T satisfies 
Q CR = err,,..., Y,J/I be an 
AC&. Let @:R+T be a 
a non-zero element of the ~d~~~ 
every e > 0 there is a 6 > 0 sue 
< 6 
m 
then there is a unique !Pz R --) T extending IC/ such that 
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Proof. If d is a unit in T, this is essentially the assertion of 1.1/1.2. So 
we may assume d is not a unit. 
Say I is generated by fi ,..., f, E T[X, Y], s > n. Let xj = @(Xj) and 
yk = @(Y,); write x = (x1 ,..., xm), y = (y , ,..., y,). Let M be the s X m matrix 
over T whose (i, j)th entry is (aA/aX,)](,,,, ; let N be the s X n matrix whose 
(i, Oh is @hlWI~,,,, ; and let J be the s x (m + n) Jacobian matrix 
(M, N). Let f denote the column vector whose ith entry is A. Denoting the 
transpose of a matrix P by P’, and using Taylor’s formula in vector form, we 
have in T[U, ,..., U,, Vi ,..., V,] the identity 
f(x + d2U, y + dV) = j-(x, y) + J . (d2U, dV)* + d2C, 
where C is a column vector, each of whose s entries is a sum of monomials 
in U, V of degree at least 2. Note that f(x, y) = 0. 
Now for any n-tuple v = (vi,..., v,) of integers such that 
1 <Vi < *** < v, < s, let N, denote the n X n minor of N obtained by 
selecting rows v, ,..., v,. Let d, = det N,. Then by Cramer’s rule, there is an 
n X n matrix L, over T such that L,N, = d, (i.e., d, multiplied by the n X n 
identity matrix). Let z, be the n x s matrix obtained by placing the kth 
column of L, in the v,th column of z,, and placing zeroes elsewhere. Then 
Z,N = d,. Since d E Q,(d), and since the ideal Q*(d) c T is generated by 
the elements d,, there exist elements /2, E T such that d = Co I,d,. Let 
L = C, a,$, , an n X s matrix over T. Then LN = d. 
Now in T[U, V], 
L . j-(x + d2U, y + dV) = L 9 [(M, N) . (dzU, dV)* + d2C] 
= d2LMU* $ d2 V* -t d2LC. 
Let gi(U, V) E T[U, V] be the ith entry in the column vector 
g=LMU’+v*$LC, 
for i = I,..., n. Thus L - f(x + d2U, y + dV) = d2g(U, V). Hence 
d2g(0, 0) = 0, and so g(O,O) = 0. Also, (t3gi/8Vj)jc,,,, = 6,, and SO 
detKWWI~o,o,> = 1. 
Set Q' = T[Ul, R’ = Q'[Vl/(d'd, R; = Q'[W(g>, R;= 
Q'[Vll(f(x + d2U, Y t dv)), and R(, = R; CC&t& = Q'[Vll(g(U, V), 
f(x + d*U, y + dV)). Then Q’ c R’, Q’ c RI, Q’ c Ri are algebraic ring 
extensions, say with discriminant ideals d ‘, d; , d I.. Let Cp’: R ’ + T and 
@: : Ii: --f T (for e = 0, 1,2) be the (well defined) T-algebra homomorphisms 
sending U-t 0, Vb 0. Then @$.(A’) and @;,(dh) contain d, and @;,@I) is 
the unit ideal. So Spec R ; --$ Spec Q’ is &ale at the locus of ker A I, and away 
from (d) the corresponding asssertions are true for R’ and R;. So away from 
(d), Spec R 6 -+ Spec Q’ is Stale along ker Ah. In particular, RA is an algebraic 
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ension of Q’. Its discriminant ideal Ai contains the image of d; u 
and so actually @,,(di) is the unit ideal. 
Implicit Function Theorems 1.1/1.2 thus apply to the e~t~~si5 
’ together with CD;. So [for the given E, there is a S > 0 such that] 
’ 1 T satisfies I@ _= 4’ (mod t’) [and j/ py ) - ~‘(Uj)/l, < a] then 
there is a unique T-algebra homomorphism Yi: T extending Q/ such 
that 
So now suppose I: Q --f T is as in the statement of this theorem SQ that 
&Kj) - 4(Xj) is of the form d2uj, where Ui = 0 (.o t’) [and jlUj//m < S]. 
Write Zj = I+@~>. Let ‘I/‘: Ql + T be given by W’(Uj) = Uj* T 
previous paragraph, there is a unique Y,,: Wh -+ T satisfying (*>. Let 
Vj = Yh(Vj> and U;, = Yk + dV,. Then ljjh - yk// < E and f(% Y> = 
j@ + &u, y + Ldn) = 0. Thus there is a homomorphism w: 
and given by Y(YJ = U;, ; this satisfies the requirements 
It remains to show that Y is unique. Observe that an 
would determine another choice of So the ~~iqu~~ess of the latter 
implies that of the former. 
observe that in the case T= A,, [ [t]] in 1.3, the con 
/I d-2(tb(W(xj) - CW&>lL < fJ may be replaced by the condition 
II WCxj> - #(xj>llcx < 6 tf or a different S), provided that is(t) does not vanish 
anywhere on the circle / t / = Y. This i due to the following fact: Given d as 
above and 6 > 0, there is a 6’ > such that if u EA,, [ [t]] satisfies 
/I ud2 /jot < 6’ then I[ u (/ co < 6. Namely take 6’ = 6 . minin,,, j18(1L)ljm. Then 
Ij tid2jja, < 6’ implies that ju(;l)l < 6 for all /L j = r; hence /( ~11, < 6 by the 
maximum modulus principle. 
If cd=P in 1.3, and if C>V, then for T=A[[t]] and w=#(modt’+“) 
there is an extension !P of w  satisfying !Pr (mod I’). similar assertion 
holds for T= A,, [it]]. So using the above observation, we obtain 
1.4. COROLLARY (Approximation). Let B c A be subri~gs of Q, lee 
T=A[[t]] [resp. T=A,+[[t]] f or some 0 < r < 1-1, and let c be a positive 
integer. Let Q = Th [X, ?..., X,] and let QcR = Q[Yis.-., Yn]/S be an 
algebraic extension with discriminant Let +T be a 
h~~~~~~p~~srn of Th-algebras such that [it]] for all j, and 
suppose some t” E @*(A). 
Then [for every F > O] there is a ~0~0~0~~~~s~ 
E Bit], such that YE Sp (mod t’) [and ij F’&> 
(Y/Jlla, < &for all&i, kl* 
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(b) Moreover ifc > v then [given E, there is a 6 > 0 such that] for any 
choice of < 1 ,..., <,, E Th satisfying 
Cj c @(Xj)(mod tc’“) [and I/<, - @(Xj)il, < 61, 
there is a unique choice of Y as above such that !P(Xj) = Cj. 
ProoJ: The extension Q c R induces an extension Q, c R T, where 
QT=T&,,Q, Rr=T&,R. Applying Theorem 1.3 to QTcR, in the 
situation of (b), and using the remarks prior to this corollary, we obtain a 
unique ‘yT : R,-+ T satisfying the desired congruence [and inequalities]. Let 
Y = Yk 1 R. (Since T is faithfully flat over Th [Ha 3.81, R 4 R, [Bo; I 
Sect. 3.5, Prop. 91.) Since Q c R is algebraic, Yk satisfies a polynomial over 
Q; hence U(Y,) satisfies a polynomial over Th. Since ul(Y,) E T, 
[Ha, 3.2(c)] implies yl(Y,J E Th. So E R -+ Th. This gives (b). Part (a) 
follows from (b), with cj the polynomial truncation of @(Xj) at tN, for 
Nsc. # 
2. DIVISION ALGORITHM, AND BLOWING UP 
This section contains a blowing up technique, which is designed to 
eliminate ramification off of (t = 0), and thus permit the application of 
Corollary 1.4 to Theorem 3.1. We begin with a “division algorithm for power 
series.” 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let D c A be subrings of B. Suppose x E A [[t]] and 
d E D[ [ t] 1, with d & 0 (mod t). Then there exist 
(i) q E A { t} and e E D [ [ t]] such that x = dq + e; and 
(ii) qEA[[t]] and ZE D{t} such that x= dq+ 2. 
These elements may be chosen so that the coefficients of q and of E are 
respectively bounded in absolute value by 1 and the constant term of d; or 
even by any predetermined E > 0 provided D # Z. 
Observe that if O<r<l, and if xEA,+[[t]] and dED,+[[t]], then 
actually e E D,, [[t]]. 
ProoJ (i) Let d, # 0 be the constant term of d, and write d, = ng, 
WherenisaunitinAandgEZ + is divisible in Z by no unit of A (other 
than zt 1). We will inductively define qj E A and ej E L such that 
l4il < l? f _ dq”’ + e(i) (mod t’+‘) (1) 
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for all i, where 
The series q = Cj”=, qjtj and e = CgO ejtj will then be as desired, since 
qEA{tl- 
So say m > 0 and suppose qj, ej have been defined for all 0 < j < *VI, such 
that (I) is satisfied for all O< i < m. (set q’-” =e(-‘) =O to begin the 
induction.) The.element x - (dqCm-‘) + eCm-“) E A [[t] ] is divisible by P; let 
x, EA be the coefficient of P. Write x,, = am/b, is lowest terms, wi+h 
b, > 0. So b, is a unit in A, and hence is prime tlo g in Z. Thus there is a 
c, E I3 with /c, / < b, and gc, c a,,, (mod b,). [If D # Z, ‘we may choose c, 
so that /c,I <eb,.] Let qm=cm/b,nEA. Thus lq,l<in-‘I< I [and even 
/q,l<e,ifD#Z].Also 
a,,, d, E gc,d, 
SO 
a, n E c,d, (mod b, 12); 
i.e., 
XVI -dq,=(a,n-c,d,)/b,nE.Z. 
Denote this integer by e,,, and define qCm) and e’“’ as In (2). Then 
x - (dqCm) + e’“‘) = x, t” - (dqmtm -I- e, t”) 
= (x, - doqm - e,) tm 
z5 0 (mod P+ ‘), 
and so (i) is satisfied. 
(ii) Let q and e be as in (i). By successive applications of the division 
algorithm in Z, observe that e is congruent in D[ it]], module d, to a power 
series P all of whose coefficients have absolute value less than Id,/. [If 
D # Z, the coefficients may be taken to have absolute value less than E.] So 
x - 6 E A [[t]] is a multiple of d. Thus x = dq + P for some 4 E A [[t]], and 
FE D{rj as desired. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let DcA be subrings ofQ O<r<l, and E>O. 
Suppose x =dq + e, where x, q E A[[t]] and d, e ED,+[[tj], with 
d f 0 (mod t). 7’hen there is a positive integer n such that g dE D,+[ [t]] 
[[t]] and ZED,, 
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satisfies d”= d (mod t”) then there exist <E A 
that 
A-d;+& @ E q, e” = e (mod t “); 
ProoJ Choose IZ sufficiently large that 
Idol r” < ~(1 -Y), 
JlZ-elJ, <E. 
[It11 such\ 
where d, is the constant term of d. Let q,, E A[t] be the polynomial trun- 
cation of q at t”-‘. So if dr d (mod t”) then 
x = d”q, + e + t”y 
for some y E A[[t]]. Apply Proposition 2.l(ii) to y, to obtain 
y = d; + c, 
with kEA[[t]] and cED{t], such that each coefficient of c is bounded in 
absolute value by d,,. Thus 
x = z(qn + t”k) + (e + t”c). 
Set <=qn+t”k and d=e+t”c. Then @zq, cze(modt”), and if jdJ<r 
then 
(e”(A) - e(A)1 = 1 ;l”c(A)j 
00 
< r” c id,,1 ri 
i=O 
= Idol& 
< E. 
SO )I e” - eJloo < E, as desired. I 
Observe that the proposition remains true if II,, [[t]] is replaced by D[ [t]] 
and the condition on norms is dropped. 
Next, we have a “division algorithm for algebraic power series.” 
2.3. PROPOS~ION. Let p be a prime number, let A be the local ring Z(,, , 
and let D be a subring of A. Let xEA[[t]lh, de D[[t]]“, q E A[[t]], 
e E D[[t]], with x = dq + e. Suppose that the constant term of d is divisible 
by no prime of D other than p. Let n E Z +. 
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(i) Then there exist @EA[[t]lh, dED[[t]]” such that 
x=dq”te s”zq, Sre (mod t”). 
(ii) Suppose in addition that D is strictly ~~~~e~ than Z, that 
<r < I, that dED,+[jt]]h, and that d has no zeros in /I/ < r”. Let E > 0. 
Then we may choose 4, e” above so that ira add~t~~~, e”~ 
I/e”- eljcu < E. 
PP’ooJ: (i) 
- - 
Choose M > n, and let q9 e be the p~~y~orn~a~ truncations of 
q, e at tm. Thus x - dq - C = t”y for some y E A [[t] ]’ which is divisible by t. 
By the definition of henselization, there is a ~01~~~1~~~~~~~~ [t, Y]  SC& 
that f(y) = 0 and such that f’(y) does not lie in the ideal >cAiltli 
The extension D[t] c D[t, Y]/(f(Y)) is thus etale at (p) t, Y). rite 
Y) t’, where A E D[ Y]. Thus r divides f,(Y), and hence Y 
oes not lie in (pY, Y”), sinceS’(y) @ (p, t). 
Let d, be the constant term of d. Write d, = p”c, where c E is a emit. If 
v=O, then d is a unit in D[[t]]h, and so y = do’ for some ~1 E A [El] ]“* Thus 
x=d(g+tmv)+C9 and wemay takeq=iJ-/-tmv, Z=&% 
Otherwise v > 0, and we claim that there exists some 
g= CT=1 b, Y’ E YD[Y] such that 
g’(O) = I and g s f (mod(d, t)) in II,+ [ [t]]” [Y]. (*> 
To find such a g, note that Jo(Y) s sY (mod Y2)> for some s E D which is 
prime to p. So there is an s’ &D such that ss’ = 1 (mod pp”) and pks’. 
Replacing f by s’f, we may assume f,(Y) - (1 + kp”)Y (mod Y’), for some 
k E D. Let g = f, - kp”Y. Then g’(O) = 1, and g E f(mod(p”, t>) in 
So g is as desired. 
Since f E g (mod(d, t)), there is an h( WV1 such that 
hrf (modt) and hrg(modd). Let f-h=& with jE 
g= g+ tjEq[tj]“[YJ. N ow Y= 0 is a solution to g(Y) = 0, and 
EE g (mod t). Applying Proposition 1.1 to the extension 
e=Wllh..3,1= eiyj 
I 
BiYi 
and the map Bj tt bi, Y t--t 0, there is a unique solution F f 
= 0, such that 7~ 0 (mod t). 
Slince g E h (mod d), we have g”= f (mod d). So y and 9 both define 
sections of 
Since y ZE ~7 (mod(d, t)), and since 71 is etale at (Y, d, t)? ir’ follows that y and 
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7 define the same section. That is, y E ~7 (mod d) in A [[t]], and hence in 
A[[t]lh. Write y=dv+y” with v~A[[t]]~. Let 4=4+t’%~A[[t]]~ and 
c=~+t~y~D[[t]]~. Then 
and 
4”4, e”=e (mod t”) 
where m > n, as desired. 
(ii) In this situation, adjust the proof of (i) as follows: 
Choose m >, n such that I( 6- e](co < c/2. Proceeding as before, observe 
that if v = 0 then d is a unit in D,, [ [t]lh, and so y = dv for some 
v E A [[t]]‘. So in this case we may again take Q= 4 + tmv, CT= F. 
Next, assume v > 0. Note that g may be chosen in the claim so that not 
only is (*) above satisfied, but also g does not vanish in [t] < r. To do this, 
let q= I/deg f (where deg’ f is the degree off as a polynomial in Y) and note 
that D is dense in A, since D # Z. So there is a polynomial b(Y) E D[ Y] 
such that (with k as before) each coefficient of the polynomial 
&-(I +kp”)Y-pub(Y) Y* 
has absolute value less than v. Take 
g = f. - kp”Y- pub(Y) Y2. 
Then g is desired. 
Now applying the Implicit Function Theorem 1.2 to the extension 
and the map B, H bi, Y t-+ 0, we obtain a 6 > 0 such that if elements 
ai E D,, [ [t]lh satisfy 
ai = bi (mod t), llai-billcm < 6 (all i), 
then there is a unique FE D,, [ [t]lh such that 
C ai9 = 0, ~7r 0 (mod t), 
The polynomial h congruent to f, g modulo t, d, respectively, may be 
chosen in D,+[[t]]h[Y]. Write f-h=tj, and j=CfEOjiY’, where 
ji E D,, [ [t]] h. Since D # Z, by Proposition 2.1 we may write ji = d<i + J;:, 
where & E D[ [t]] and pi E D{t}, with each coefficient of ji having absolute 
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value less than 6( I - r). So j\jj/j, < 6, viewing ji E r+ [[t]]- Since d is a 
unit in C,+[[t]], it follows that C& E D[ (t]] n C,, t]] =Dr+[[t]]. Thus 
there is a polynomial truncation 5 of ri such that 
NOW ji = d& + A, for some L E D,, [ [t]] ‘. Here J” ==.& + d((i - G), and so 
Let j= CLsoJ^l:Yig < = ES=0 $Yi, and ff= h + tde= f - CJ Then each coei- 
ficient of h (as a polynomial in Y) differs from the corres~Q~di~g coefkient 
off by less than 6, under the uniform norm. c the polynomial 
satisfies the hypothesis of the Implicit Function Theorem, with the given E 
and 6. That is, by the definition of S, there is a unique solution FE 
of g(Y) such that y”- 0 = y (mod t) and jl& < $2rm. 
As in (i), we may write y = dv + Y; with 2: E A [ [t]]“* Defining 4, P as 
before, we have e” E D,, [It]] ‘, 
x=d@+& 4”zq, e”ze (mod t”): 
where Mz 2 n. Finally, 
2.4. C~OLLARY. Let D CA be as in ~~o~os~tion 2.3(ii). Let 
XW~W~ sEA[LtlL and d, e E D,, [ [t]], such that d is attached to no 
prime except p, and x = dq + e. Let E > 0 and I? E Z ‘. Then there is a 6 > 
and ati integer m > n, such that ifJE D,+[[t] 1” satisJes l/a-d/j, < 6 and 
a= d (mod t”), then there exist GE A[[t]lh, e’ED,+[[t]]h, such that 
x = 6zq + ?? g=q, Cre(modt”); Ijd- e/l, < E. 
Proof Apply Proposition 2.2 to x, d, 4, e to obtain an integer m > n 
such that if dE D,, [[t]] satisfies d”r d (mod t”) then x = &,, + e, for some 
go E A[[t]J9 e, E D,, [[f]] satisfying 
90 = 43 e, s e (mod t”); IleO - 4, < 42. 
Let S= min{ld(A)l: (A( <r}~ Then 6 > 0. If IId- diioo < 6 then 2 does not 
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vanish on /t ] < r. Applying Proposition 2.3(ii) to X, d”, qO, e, (where now 
d”ED,+[[t]lh), there exist q~.4[[t]]~ and c?ED,+[[t]]h such that 
xdg+e”; q”z q,,, Cr e, (mod t”); II;- eolI, < E/2. 
Thus 
4” E q, 5 E e (mod tm); lie”- eJI, < c. I 
We remark that 2.4 remains true with D,, [[t]] replaced by D[ [t]], and 
with the E, 6 conditions dropped. In fact, it then remains true even if D = L. 
Namely, in the above proof, use 2.3(i) and the observation after 2.2 instead 
of 2.3(ii) and 2.2. 
Question: Can the assumptions on D be weakened, in 2.3 and 2.4? 
Given a ring extension TC R, and given x, q E R and d, e E T satisfying 
x = dq + e, call q a blowing up of x E R at d E T. Thus 2.1-2.4 assert the 
existence of blowings up. Proposition 2.6 below will enable blowing up to be 
used as a technique of desingularization, in the proof of Theorem 3.1. First 
we state an easy lemma: 
2.5. LEMMA. Say R is an algebraic extension of a Krull domain Q, with 
Spec R + Spec Q surjective. Then R n frac Q = Q. That is, if a, b E Q and 
a [ b in R, then a ( b in Q. 
Proof. We may assume that R is normal, since in any event the spectrum 
of its normalization maps surjectively onto Spec R. Let a, b be as above, let 
/z be any height 1 prime of Q containing a, and let v be the associated 
valuation. It suffices to show v(b/a) > 0. By surjectivity, there is a height I 
prime /z’ of R which contracts to /z; let v’ be its associated valuation. Then 
v’ = nv for some positive integer n. Since b/a E R, v’(b/a) > 0, and so 
Q/a) > 0. I 
2.6. PROPOSITION (Blowing up). Say R is an algebraic extension of a 
Krull domain Q with Spec R --t Spec Q surjective. Suppose that v E R 
satisfies a non-zero polynomial f (V) E Q[ V], and that d E Q divides f ‘(v) in 
R. Let d, E Q be a multiple of d such that R has no d,-torsion, and such that 
R contains a blowing up 17 of v E R at d, E Q: v = d, i7 + h, h E Q. Then dd, 
divides f(d, V + h) in Q[ V], and the quotient g(V) E Q[ V] satisfies g(0) = 0, 
g’(U) = f’(v)/d. 
ProojI Write f( V + h) = Cb,, ai Vi, where ai E Q. Then 
f’(v)=ff(dIB+h)= 5 ia,df-*C’-’ 
i=l 
=a1 + d, 
i=2 
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so ivides a, in R, and hence in Q by 2.5. 
Then 
=f(vj= f(d,C+ hj= f’ aid”,5’ 
i=O 
SQ dd, divides a, in R, and hence in Q. Write a, = dd, ao5 with 6, E 
where e = d, /d E Q. Then 
dd,~(V)=~a,d:Vi=f(d,V+h), 
showing that dd, does indeed divide f (d, V + hj; and so 
dd,J;‘(V) = d,f’(d, V+ h). 
and 
dd,J;(gj = 0 
dd,J”(b) = d/(v). 
Since R has no d,-torsion (and hence also no d-torsion), 
f(C) = 0 
and 
f’(C) = f’(v)/d in R. 
In order to find an element d satisfying the hypothesis of 2.6, we wi?l use: 
2.7. PROPQSITION. Let O<r< 1, AcC13), T=Z,+[[t]), T,=A[[t]] or 
A,+[[t]]. Let Tf be th e h enselization of Tl at T. Let f(V) E a:[ B/Is and 
v E T, an element such that f(v) = 0 and I= f ‘(v) # 0. elzg=t”du for 
some nonnegative integer s, some unit u E T,, and some d E T which is mt 
attacked to any grime which is a unit in A (nor to oc), v T, = A [It?]). 
ProoJ he coeffkients off are algebraic over a, and hence so is u. 
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[Ha, 3.2(c)], z) and the coeffkients off all lie in some &ale neighborhood S 
of T, in T. Being itale, S is integrally closed and is flat over T; so by [Bo; 
VII Sect. 1.10, Prop. 151 the contraction of each height 1 prime of S is a 
height 1 prime of T. Since T is a unique factorization domain [Ha, 
Thm. 1.81, the contraction of every principal ideal of S is thus a principal 
ideal of T. 
Let p e T: be the resultant off and f’; thus p E S. The locus of @) in 
Spec S is the branch locus of 71: Spec S[ V]/(f( F’)) --f Spec S, and the locus of 
(j) in Spec S consists of the ramification components of 7~ on the section of 71 
corresponding to V= u. The element j divides p in S, and hence in T, . The 
contraction of the principal ideal @) c S to T is a principal ideal, whose 
generator may (by [Ha, 1.81) be written as t* n;Z1 gT( where Y is a non- 
negative integer and each g, E T is irreducible and not divisible by t. By 1.8 
of [Ha], each gi is attached to a single prime. Reorder the elements gi so that 
gl,-, g, to< e< ) c are those for which this prime is a non-unit of A (or else 
is co, in the case T, =A,.+ [ [t]]). Then g l,...,ge remain irreducible in T, by 
[Ha, 1.91 if A # Q and since gi generates an ideal ml if A = Q), while 
g,+l,..., g, become units in T,. So j divides t” JJTZl gyi in T,. By unique 
factorization in T, [Ha, 1.8/1.10], j = tS du, where s < v, d = III=, gyi E T 
for some IZ~ < mi, and u E T, is a unit. I 
3. A MATRIX RESULT 
This section contains a result on matrices of algebraic power series, 
analogous to Proposition 2.3 of [Ha]. That result was used to prove patching 
results for A,+[[t]] [Ha; 2.4, 2.7, 2.91, and the result here will be used in 
Section 4 to prove a corresponding assertion for A,, [ [ t]lh. 
Consider the following situation: Let p be a prime number and let 
A = q,,. Let B c Q, let D = A n B, and let C c Q be the subring generated 
by the rings A and B. Either 
(i) let T=D[[t]], T,=A[[t]], T,=B[[t]], T,,=C[[t]]; or 
(ii) assume D is strictly larger than B, let 0 < r < 1, and let 
T=D,+[Pll> T,=A[[tll, T,=B,+[[tll, To=C[[tll. 
In either case, 
0-t T-t T, x T,+ T,+O, 
as in [Ha, Sect. 21. Let Th, TE denote the henselizations of Z [t] at T, T,; let 
T$ denote the henselization of T at T,. All of these rings lie in Q[ [t] 1. Let 
TtTf denote the compositum of T: and T:, and similarly denote other com- 
posita. 
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3.1. THEOREM. Under the above hypotheses, let M be CI-I positive integer 
and let 
x E M,(TT 1, y (5 M,(T:-), Z E GL,(T;T;) 
be n X n matrices satisfying X = YZ. Let c E Z + (and in (ii), Eer E > 0). 
Then there exist Xh E AI, and Yh E AI, such that 
Xh = YhZ; Xh-x, Yh = Y (mod F) 
(and also, in case (ii), such that each entry of Y- Yh has uniform norm less 
than E). If X, Y are both invertible in their respective matrix rings, then Xh, 
Yh can also be chosen to be invertible. 
Proof. We begin with case (ii). 
First observe that the second assertion follows from the first. Namely, 
suppose XE Gk,(T:) and YE GL,(TF). Then by continuity of the deter- 
minant as a function of its entries, there is an s0 > 0 such that if 
Y’ E M,(TZ) satisfies Y’ = Y (mod t), and if moreover each entry of Y’ - Y 
has uniform norm less than Q,, then Y’ E GL,(T& By shrinking E in the 
hypothesis of the theorem, we may assume E < q,. The resulting Yh will then 
of necessity lie in GL,(T,) f? M,(Ti) = GL,(T!j). Also, the resulting Xh will 
lie in G%,(T,), since Xh EX (mod t). So it suffices to prove the first 
assertion. 
Write X= (x,), Y= (yij), 2 = (zij), 2-l = W= (w,), zij= CUz$J2$j9 
wij = CD w$wjj~, with z$, IV;;: E Tt. Each yij satisfies a non-zero 
irreducible polynomial gij(Y) E T[ Y]. Let E = T[ Y, / all i, j]/(gjj(Yij)I all 
i, A, and let E, = TfjT OT E, E, = T, @r E. There is a T-algebra 
homomorphism ‘y: E + T given by Yfj tt y,, and this induces TeP,-algebra 
homomorphisms ul, : E, + T,, for e = 0, 2. In E,,; let X, = Ck Yikzkj. Then 
Xii E E, satisfies a non-zero irreducible polynomial fii(X) E T[X]. Since 
y”o(Xij) = Xijl it follows that hj(xij) = 0 in T,. By Proposition 2.7, S;(Xii) = 
t”~~‘dj~‘ej,?, where sij) > 0, dj,!’ E T is attached to no prime but p, and 
ejj) E Tr is a unit. Let d, = ni,j djj’ and s1 = Ci,j 3:;). So d, E T is a unit in 
T2. 
By the “division algorithm” 2.1, there are blowings up of xij E Tl and 
w(!‘E T YU I at d E P 1 * 
xij = d,R, + h,, 
w!!’ = d,&?’ + h.. 
YU YU lJ” 9 
where Xij, W$L E T, and h,, h,, E T. Set 
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A,= C hi,h,,W$t E TiT. 
k,u 
Then 
Yij = c Xik wk.j 
=$ [(d,~ik+hik)\‘(d,~~l+h,,)W~l] 
v 
= d, ~ij $ ;1ij. 
Since y,, dij E T2 and d, is a unit in T,, it follows that pij E T,. Also, using 
WZ = 1, we may solve for .-Zij in terms of the elements piik : 
Let gij(Y) = gii($Y + A,) E TiT[ Y] and let E2 = Ti T[ Yij / all i, js/ 
(gij( Yij) 1 all i, j), E, = To OT;T E, - Then there is an inclusion E, GE, 
given by Yjj E+ d, Fjj + il,, which extends to an isomorphism E, 3 E. (since 
d, is a unit in T,). Identifying E, and E, with their images under these maps, 
we see that for e = 0,2 the map !Fe: E, + T, extends to a map Fe,: E, -+ T, 
given by Fij ti Y;. In EO, let 
Then 
and 
X, = d&i?, t h, 
!F,(Xij) = xij. 
Let FE1 be the -T,-subalgebra of E0 generated by the elements 2,. So 
XijEE,> and !P,, restricts to a map p, : E, + T,. In T,, using 
Xij = d,iYij + h,, we have 
f&(h,) c fij(xij) z 0 (mod d,); 
so in E, we have (using Xii = d,Tij + hij) 
fij(Xij) E f;(h,) = 0 (mod d,). 
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Also, there is no d,-torsion in E1, or even in gO, since di is a unit in gO. 
Since Spec E, + Spec T, is surjective (having -Xiii = xij as a section): 
Proposition 2.6 implies that there is a polynomial hj(X) E TI [X] such that 
the last two equalities being in E,. The discriminant ideal of the extension 
T, cI?, is an ideal of I?, which contains i,jf$fij), and so Fl sen 
ideal to an ideal of T, which contains tSl. 
By Proposition 2.7, g;( yij) = f~~)djj)e$~), re SC!) > fJ d!?) rj Y 3 I, T is not 
attached to p, and ej;) E T2 is a unit. Let d2 = i,j djf” and sz = s(2) so i.j iiD 
d, E T is a unit in T, . By Proposition 2.1 we have 
yii = 6, pij + k, 
for some cij E Tz, k, E T. 
Let S c Tt be an &ale neighborhood of T, in Z[t] such that ST contains 
all the coefficients of the polynomials giI, and let N c Tf be an &ale 
neighborhood of T2 in T which contains S and ail the elements ~~j. 
[Ha, 3.101, there is an a E T which is a unit in T, such that Spec N[a-’ 
Spec T[a-“] is surjective. Hence so is Spec N[lx-‘) --) Spec ST[a-‘]. The 
ring ST[a-“ j is &tale over T (via the same Jacobian matrix as for Z jt] c S), 
and hence is a Krull domain. Since N is a domain, N[a - ’ ] has no d,-torsion. 
So by Proposition 2.6, d#‘d, divides g,(d, Y+ k,) in ST[a-‘, Y], and the 
quotient iii satisfies gii( $i .) = 0, &( gij) = &)e$). The coeffkients Of &?fj lie in 
TtT[d;l] and also in TiT[a-‘1. But in T, a lies in no maximal ideal but 
(p, t), while d, does not lie in (p, t). So a is relatively prime to d, in T, and 
hence in TiT. Thus TiT[d;‘] f? T$T[a-’ j = TiT, and so iij(Y) E T:T[Y]. 
Let I?2 = TiT[ Yij ] all i, j]/( ~ij(Yij) ] all i, j). Since .@ij(d2 Y + k,) divides 
g3( Y) in TiT[Y] with quotient d$‘d, , and since there is ~0 dg’<,-torsion in 
Ez, it follows that -there is a well defined inclusion E, G 22, given by 
cij ti d2 Yij + k,. Since d, is a unit in To, this extends to an isomorph~sm 
E -I? = To@,n,l?2. “O”_ 0 For e = 0,2, the maps Fe,: EE -+ T, extend to maps 
Ye : E, -+ T, give& by Yfi I--, jij. The dis inant ideal of the extension 
T:T c 8, is an ideal of E, which contains 
in T2 under @? contains tS2. 
i,j g;(pij), and hence its image 
Now write gii(Y) = Ck b,, Yk and 
481/91/Z-3 
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where each bUkp E T and each sp E Tt. Let 
Q=Th[D1,D2,Hij,H*j,,Kij,Bij,,(all i,j,k,~,v] 
Q, = T,[D,, D,, Hij, f@!, K,> Btjkp ) all i,j, k~u, ~1 
be polynomial rings over Th and T, in the variables listed, and let 
There are inclusions T, @Th Q C, Q, and T, @,:Q, C, Q, given by 
H,, t-.+ w!?’ -D fj??‘. identify these rings with their images. Let 
Bij, = C~~~ijk~ S: E ‘bi and Gij( Y) = Ck Bij, Yk E Qz [ Y]. Let 
R, = Qz[ P*j, Yjj, Y, ) all i, j]/(G’(P,), Pij - PijO, - Kij, 
Yij - D, Yij - C H,kH,,W$l\ all i, j), 
k.0 
and let R,=Q,@,,R,. Let G2:Rz-tTz, @,:R,+T, be the algebra 
homomorphisms over Ti, To sending 
D,, H,, H,, , K,, Biiku, pjj (and, in the case of Go, sending @$ 
respectively to 
for e = I,2 and all i, j, k, p, V. Thus Qze(?ij) = Bij, @,,(Y,) = 7, for e = 0,2. 
Let qS,==@,r Q,. Then Q2,= ly,o @z for e=0,2, where @::R,-,l?, is the 
homomorphism respectively induced by q$ : Q. -+ To or & : Q2 -+ T:T. 
For e = 0,2, Q, c R, is an algebraic extension, and @z sends its 
discriminant ideal d, to the discriminant ideal of T, c 8,. Thus tSZ E !Pp,*(d,) 
for e = 0,2. 
In R,, let 
and 
Then 
xij = C y*kzkj 
k 
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in R,, and 
@O(xij) = xij > cpO(Zij) = qj.  
Let R , be the Q,-subalgebra of R, generated by all the elements x,, and let 
@l=@orR,:R,+T,, @y=@;rR,:Rp&. 
For 1 < i,j < n, the maps Qhr and “Py restrict to homomorphisms 
ij:R,jT, and @~:Rli-+El~ where RijcR, is the l-subalgebra 
generated by the element X,. Write 
Rij = Ql [~ijl/~~~ 
and let K, = ker @z. Then K, = R ij f’ ker @z, and 5 ij/Kij zz 
@;(R,) c @i(R,) z 8,. Since xj(Fij)-= 0 in go, it follows that Aj is the 
residue modulo K, of an element F, E I,. The discriminant ideal d I of 
Q1 c R 1 contains ni,j Fij(J?ii), which is sent under 1 to i,jf~(~ij) E T, I 
Thus @,,(d,) c T, contains tS1. 
Let s = max(s,, sJ. Increasing c if necessary, we may assume c > s. Since 
Corollary 1.4 applies to the extension Q, c R, and the map Qp,, the given t” 
and c yield a 6 > 0. Applying Corollary 2.4 to ~$2 = d, 13;; + h,,, the 
numbers 6 > 0 and c + s E Zi- yield a 6’ > 0 (which we may assume is less 
that 8) and an integer c, > c + s (chosen sufficiently large so as to work for 
all i, j, V; similarly for 8’). Choose c2 > c, so that the polynomial truncation 
Q’: of d, at tC2 satisfies j/d: - d, (Im < 6’. By the conclusion of 2.4 there exist 
tSijijSjh E Tf and ht,, E Tk satisfying 
# = &&“‘h 
IJU 1 
lj, + he. . 
IJD 2 
Q!!)‘z tiiii, hty s h,, (mod tQ); 
Y Y  llhifjv - hijJ < d. 
Taking polynomial truncations at tN for sufficiently large N> c + s yields 
elements dt, hi, k;, bskrr E D[t] which agree with d,, h,, k,, bij,, E T to 
within 6 in the uniform norm, and of course agree modulo Cc+‘. So by the 
conclusion of 1.4, there is a homomorphism 
sending 
respectively to 
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such that 
and 
sp+@* (mod t’) 
E; = Qh(Tij), y; = @‘“(E;,), y; = @“(Y,). 
For e = 0, 1, Theorem 1.3 applies to the extension (2, c R, and the map 
@,: R,-+ T,, with the element d in the statement of 1.3 taken to be P. Let 
$2 : Q, --f T, be the T,-algebra homomorphism determined by sending 
respectively to 
D e, H.. u/‘!?’ K B 1.l ’ ,J”’ iJ, irkrr 
Thus #E(H,,) = hh,,. Since $2 E 4, (mod tzstcps), it follows that there is a 
unique T,-algebra homomorphism @a : R, + T, which extends 4: and which 
is congruent to Qp, modulo tC. Thus xk = @!j(X,) E T, and xi - xij (mod t’). 
By uniqueness of @t, it follows that c?! agrees with the homomorphism 
R,,-f To induced by extension from @E, for e = 1,2. So @i(X,) =x$ and 
@(Y,,) = y$. Since X, = xk Yikzlo E R,, it follows that xi = xk y$zW. So 
Xh = YhZ, where Xh and Yh are the n X II matrices with (i, j)th entry respec- 
tively equal to xi and yt . Finally, since y:k and zti are algebraic over Z [t], 
so is xb; so by [Ha, 3.2(c)], xt lies in TF. This completes case (ii). 
In case (i), apply the remark after 2.4 instead of 2.4 itself, and use the 
Implicit Function Theorem in its formal, rather than convergent, form. The 
proof is then as before. I 
4. PATCHING RINGS AND REALIZING GALOIS GROUPS 
This section contains a patching result for algebras over A Wllh and 
4+IPllh~ and applies it to construct Galois extensions of A [[t]lh and 
A r+ [ [t] ] h with desired group. 
The patching result is an analog of [Ha; 2.4, 2.7, 2.9 ] for algebraic power 
series. Its proof uses the strategy behind the deduction of Artin’s 
algebraization theorem [Ar 21 from his approximation theorem [Ar 11. 
Namely, suppose given an algebraic structure, which is universal for some 
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property, and is defined over a power series ring. Suppose that this structure 
can be approximated by another structure that satisfied the same property, 
and which is defined over the corresponding ring of algebraic pow-er series. 
Then the latter structure induces the former, and hence provides an 
algebraization. In the situation of this section, the appropriate approximation 
result is provided by Theorem 3.1. 
n the notation of 3.1, let X be the category F(T’) of finite free Th- 
modules. Let 59 be the category of triples (M, N, , NJ of finite free modules 
over T, Tt, 27: together with compatible isomorphisms 
a: TfT;&,N1q T:T~c&-~N~~ 1 2 
0,: Tz@Necy T$@,M (e = 1, 2). e 
The compability condition on the isomorphisms is that the induced triangle 
commutes: 
T$C+N1- 1 a$ 
T$ @+N2 I 2 
There is a base change functor 4: F -+ 3, sending a Th-module Mh to the 
triple (T oTh Mk, T: aThMk, Tt OThMk), where a, c1 9 0, are the identity 
maps. 
Using Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following result, in which the crucial 
part of the assertion is the surjectivity on isomorphism classes. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. In the above situation, 4: .F + 55 is an equivalence of 
categories. 
P~QQJ Let R be the category of pairs (IV,, NJ together with an 
isomorphism a as above, and let w: F + 2 and y: 55’ +R be the base 
change and forgetful functors. Thus w  = y 0 4. 
We first show the injectivity of y on isomorphism classes. Suppose two 
objects of F are given which induce isomorphic objects in A?‘: viz. 
(M, N,, NJ together with (a, ol, cr2), and also (M’, N;, N;) together with 
(a’, a;, a:). We may identify N, with Ni and a with a’, via the given 
isomorphism between the images in 024 Then the two isomorphisms 
13; 0 0,‘: T,* c&M-f T,* &M’ (e = I., 2) 
induce the same isomorphism 
T;&M-+T$&M, 
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by compatibility with a; hence they restrict to a common isomorphism 
i: M-t M’ between the intersections. So i induces a:-’ 0 ce for e = 1,2, and 
hence takes ue to a:. Thus i, together with the identity maps on N, and N, 
(i.e., the given isomorphisms N, --f NL), defines an isomorphism between the 
two objects of r which induces the given isomorphism between their images 
in 3. 
Next, we show that ly is similarly injective. Say Mh and Wh are finite free 
Th-modules which induce isomorphic objects in Z, i.e., for which there are 
compatible isomorphisms Tz &.,, Mh 2 Ti &,, M’h, e = 1,2. These iso- 
morphisms induce the same isomorphism over T: , T’: , and hence restrict to 
a common isomorphism Mh 5 Wh which induces the given I+@@) r &Wh). 
The injectivity of w  = y o 4 implies that of $. In order to show the surjec- 
tivity of 4, consider an object { of .9’. Say r is given by (M, N,, N2) together 
with or, c2, a. Choosing bases for M, N,, N,, the isomorphisms cr,, uZr a 
correspond to matrices 
X E GL,(Tf), YE GL,(Tf), Z E GL,(T:T;) 
such that X= YZ. By Theorem 3.1, there are matrices Xh E GL,(Tf) and 
Yh E GL,(T$) such that Xh = YhZ. Leaving the bases for M, N,, N, fixed, 
the matrices Xh and Yh define isomorphisms 
a;: T,* @N,q T,* C&M, e= 1,2. e 
The fact that Xh = YhZ implies that (M, N,, N,) together with a, a:, u’; 
define an object in 5. This object rh is in the image of $; namely, choose a 
basis for a free Th-module Mh of rank ~1, and use Xh, Yh and the identity 
matrix respectively to define the isomorphisms 
But y(e) = y(ch), So the injectivity of y implies that there is an isomorphism 
(2 Th inducing equality on their image in Z. Thus rh is isomorphic to 
4(Mh). 
It remains to show bijectivity on morphisms. But as in the end of the proof 
of [Ha, 2.11, this follows from bijectivity on objects, using the fact that for 
finite free modules F, F’ over a ring R, and any R-algebra E, the R-module 
Hom,(F, F’) is free and the E-module Hom,(E@, F, E OR F’) is 
canonically identified with E OR Hom,(F, F’). I 
Proposition 4.1 above can be regarded as a patching theorem for modules 
over henselizations. A stronger patching result can be proven for generically 
separable algebras and for Galois algebras, with the aid of [Ha, 3.111. 
Namely, using the notation introduced prior to [Ha, 2.81, we have 
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Then v and va are fully faithful, and v, and wc (for anyflnite group G) are 
equivalences of categories. 
ProoJ First consider the cases of w and w,. Let M, M’ be finite free Th- 
modules (resp. algebras) and write M, = Ti @&PA (e = I7 2), 
M, = T:Tt @rh M, and similarly for M’. Thus A4 c: M, c M, and similarly 
for M’. If f, g: M-t M’ are homomorphisms which induce the same 
morphism in the tibre category, then in particular they induce the same 
homomorphism h, : M, -+ M; . So f = g = h, r M. This shows injectivity on 
morphisms. For surjectivity, suppose h, : M, + M; and h, : M, -+ Iw; induce 
the same map h,: M, -+ Mh. Then h, r M = h, r M, and this defines a T”- 
module (resp. algebra) homomorphism h: M + M’ which induces h, and 15,. 
Next, consider r+~,. As in the proof of [Ha, 2.81, since wO is well define 
and fully faithful, so is vs. It remains to show that w, is surjective in 
isomorphism classes of objects. So suppose E: and Et are finite generically 
separable algebras over Tf and Tt, and let 
be a given isomorphism of TfTi-algebras. Let E, = Te @lTh E,h be the induce 
TC,-algebra, for e = 1,2. Then ah induces an isomorph&m M: TO &I E, Y 
To BTi E,, where TO is as above. We claim there is a finite generically 
separable free T-algebra E which (compatibly with a) induces E, and Ei. 
That is, there are algebra isomorphisms 
such that the induced maps of TO-algebras form a commutative triangle 
together with a. Namely, in case (ii) of Section 3 this is by [I-Is, Car. 2.91, 
and in case (i) this is by the formal analog of that result (which follows from 
[Ma; 2.1, 2.3,2.X]). Since 
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(where Tz is the henselization of T at T,), [Ha, 3.1 I] implies that (3, lifts to 
an isomorphism 
at: Tz @E:3, T,* &E e 
of Tz-algebras. The triple (E, Et, E$), together with ah, a,*, a:, defines an 
object c of the category .Y of Proposition 4.1 (in which the modules are 
actually generically separable algebras, and the isomorphisms are algebra 
isomorphisms). Let Eh be the Th-module which, according to 
Proposition 4.1, induces 5. Showing the surjectivity of I,V, is equivalent to 
showing that there is a compatible algebraic structure on Ah, which is 
generically separable over Th. This follows as in the proof of [Ha, 2.81. 
Finally, the case of wF follows from ws by [Ha, 2.81. i 
We conclude with an application to the problem of realizing groups as 
Galois groups, using mock covers. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let G be afinite group and A a subring of Q. Then G 
occurs as a Galois group over A[ [t]lh. If A strictly contains L, and 
0 < r < 1, then G occurs as a Galois group over A,.+ [[t]lh. 
Moreover, the proof shows that the extension may be chosen to be “purely 
arithmetic,” viz. that the corresponding extension of C [ [t]] is trivial, and (in 
the case of A,.+ [[t]]) that the corresponding extension of analytic spaces is 
trivial. But in addition A is algebraically closed in the extension, because the 
extension is generically trivial modulo t. 
ProoJ We use the same construction as in the proofs of [Ha2; 2.3/2.4], 
except that Theorem 4.2 above replaces [Ha2; 1.2/1.3] and [Ha; 2.91. 
Namely, the cyclic extensions of Z [t] provided by [Ha2; 2.21 are patched 
together by Theorem 4.2. The only new point to check is that in the 
induction step the G-extensions of Tf and Ti agree over TtTi. But these 
extensions themselves define &tale neighborhoods of T,, T, respectively, 
since the fibres over (t = 0) of their spectra are mock covers, and since there 
is no ramification over / tl < r. So they both become trivial over TfTi, and 
hence they agree there. So Theorem 4.2 indeed applies, and the construction 
goes through as in [Ha2; 2.3/2.4]. 1 
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